
On The Boil SPaG



1) Convert from the active to the passive voice

The kitten attacked some string.

2) Convert from the active to the passive voice

Year 5 are eating many burgers.



3) Tick the sentences written in the passive voice

a) The toy was played with.

b) She had many talents.

c) Some balls were thrown by Jonathan.

d) The food is being eaten.

e) The dog wagged its tail.

4) Circle the subordinating conjunction

I’m going to have pudding although I’ve eaten a lot.



5) Circle the subordinating conjunction

Wherever we go, the sun shines in my eyes.

6) Underline the subordinate clause

Because you’ve been so good, you can have a reward.



7) Insert semi-colons in the right place

The storm continued to rage our boat swayed from side to side.

Many clouds suddenly vanished it began to feel warmer.

8) Insert brackets to indicate parenthesis

My multi-coloured towel red, green and blue is my favourite!



9) Identify the determiners

Her face grew happier many times as Bob won three-hundred 
competitions!

10) Identify the two words that are synonyms to each other

Cara’s soft pyjamas felt so good to wear that she wore them almost 
everyday! People began to question why she had them on daily but she 
ignored them. 



11) Place apostrophes where needed

Johns bicycle broke on Kates road. He couldnt believe how unlucky hed
been!

12) Punctuate the fronted adverbials/adverbial phrases

Gingerly Fred sat on the chair.

With moments to spare they finished the race

Only seconds later a car sped by

Tired and exhausted I fell on the bed.



13) Circle the letters that should be capital

john visited oxford and london recently. he said he had a wonderful 
time but wanted to visit witney too.

14) Indicate whether the apostrophes have been used for omission or 
possession

a) Sophie’s dog ran across the park

b) Jane hadn’t seen her friend for ages

c) She shan’t attend the party

d) Ben went round to Adrian’s house.



15) Identify whether each sentence is a statement, command, 
exclamation or question

1) Many people live here

2) We had the best time

3) Were there lots of sweets

4) Pick up the sweet


